This client is a US-based
retailer operating globally with
over 3,000 retail outlets

CHALLENGES
• High volume of new supplier requests and updates each
month going through the global supplier onboarding
process.
• Often received insufficient or incorrect data from
suppliers requiring additional time and attempts to collect
all required information.
• Small AP Team manually performing TIN validations on
the entire supplier base.
• Identified the opportunities for processes improvements
related to validations and IBAN to streamline the process
and ensure compliance.
• External IRS platform often required multiple attempts to
manually validate information. If too many rejections
occurred, lead times for completion could be extended
upwards of two days, causing KPI’s to be missed.

SOLUTION
This retail giant needed a way to expedite their supplier onboarding process
without compromising the quality of their critical global supplier data. To enhance
their current practices and policies, the team was able to quickly and seamlessly
integrate Relish Data Assure with their SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle instance.
Together, the solution enabled them to shift the time-consuming activities in the
supplier registration process onto the suppliers and the Data Assure application.
Suppliers are now responsible for providing their information upfront allowing
data such as address, TIN, and bank routing number to be automatically validated
with reliable agencies, and immediately approved or rejected by Data Assure.
Leveraging these validations upfront ensures legitimate suppliers are vetted before
approval.

OUTCOME
This global retailer now has a more robust level of secure validations aiding in
preventing supplier fraud. With 500-600 updates/new requests per month, they
have been able to save AP resource time by eliminating multiple iterations and
manual touches with suppliers to obtain accurate data. To date, they have saved
over 30 hours per month in manual effort for TIN validations alone.
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This client is a US-based petroleum
distributor managing over 6,000 miles
of pipeline and 100-truck loading
terminals

CHALLENGES
• Manual processes used to support third-party supplier
risk scores and data validation, when onboarding and
reviewing supplier information.
• Vendor management resources utilized tactically, rather
than strategically.
• Industry-specific risk tools made it difficult to integrate
supplier data utilizing source-to-pay cloud-based tools.
• Disparate data sources with no single repository forced
inefficient manual data validation resulting in errors.
• The additional step of ISNetworld validation was added
to the procurement process when a contract or
Purchase Order was executed, regardless of whether
they previously worked with the vendor.
• Lack of standard connectors for third-party validation,
forcing them to incur the expense of building,
testing, and deploying code in their own middleware.

SOLUTION
Utilizing Relish Data Assure, the connection has been made between the
enterprise spend management application to the supplier object allowing
automated flow and storage of data between USPS, IRS, ISNetworld, OFAC,
and other supporting lists. Supplier information is automatically brought back
to the user, allowing all the validation points to be made in parallel. This
information can be leveraged to approve or reject suppliers who are going
through the onboarding and qualification processes, or when deciding to
deactivate a current vendor. Also, if supplier information is changing in the
ISNetworld database, Relish Data Assure will update the exiting supplier
records.

OUTCOME
Relish Data Assure has replaced manual processes allowing vendor
management resources to become more strategic in their roles. With
automated data flows and validations to the enterprise spend management
application, user errors have been reduced to zero and a clean audit trail has
been established. The leading petroleum distributor now has the ability to
control which third-party data sources will be utilized to onboard, qualify,
and vet new and existing suppliers.
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